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heory of PlasmaWavesin theAuroralE Region
BELAG. FEJER,JASONPROVIDAKES,
AND DONALD T. FARLEY
Schoolof Electrical Engineering,Cornell University,Ithaca, New York

We haveextended
the linearfluid theoryof electrojet
plasmawavesto the regionwhereion magnetization effects are important. Our general dispersion relation includes the effect of cross-field and

field-aligneddrifts,ion inertia, electrondensitygradients,and recombination.In the absenceof density
gradientsand recombinationaldamping,the oscillationfrequencyat marginal instability is changedby
the ion magnetizationeffecisfrom the ion acousticfrequency,co= kCs,to the modifiedion cyclotron

frequency
co2= fli2 + k2Cs2. TheseupperE regionwavescan be drivenby field-aligned
and/orcrossfield drifts and have the smallestthresholddrift velocitiesat heights where electron-ion and/or anoma-

louselectroncollisionfrequencies
are important.In the upperE regionthe mostunstablewavelengths
correspondto klR • ~ t, where R•is the ion Larmor radius. Electron densitygradientscan increaseor
decreaseconsiderablythe thresholddrift velocityfor large-scale(a few tens of metersand larger) waves.
Recombinationaldampingincreasesthe thresholddrift velocityfor marginal instabilityof two-streamion

c•1otronwaves
andimposes
a threshold
driftvelocity
for theexcitation
of large-scale
gradient
drift
•ves
ß
propagating
nearly
perpendicular
to themagnetic
field.Theeffect
ofrecombination
issurprisingly

f•ortant,evenforwavelengths
asshortas!0-20m,foraltitudes
at which
v•~ fl•.At these
altitudes
andabove,theeffectof evena verysmallk, becomes
increasingly
important.
Thetheoryputsa number
of earlier theoreticalresultstogetherin one frameworkand providesnew resultsand insightsthat may
explain some puzzling observationssuch as those of Moorcroft (1979), who sometimesfailed to see
echoes with the 398-MHz

Homer

radar when the electric field measured with the Chatanika

exceeded
thenormal
instability
threshold.

radar far

•ii.

INTRODUCTION

electron density gradients, recombination, and electron-ion
collisions.

The theory of electrostaticplasma wavesin the auroral elec-

trojethasbeen
described
i:na number
ofpapers
[e.g.,
Ossakow
et al., 1975; Wang and Tsunoda,1975; Fejer and Kelley, 1980;
St.-Maurice and Schlegel,1983; Keskinen and Ossakow,1983;
Hanuise,1983]. These instability theoriesare extensionsof

GENERAL DISPERSION RELATION

To derive the fluid dispersion relation for electrostatic

plasma waves in the electrojetregion, including ion magnetization, electron density gradient, and recombination ef-

results
derivedinitiallyfor theequatorial
electrojet,
andthey fects,we start with the ion and electroncontinuityequations,

are valid only in the regimewherethe ions are unmagnetized

(c•N/c•t)
+ V-(NV) = Q -- •xN2

(vi>>f•, wherevi and f•i are the ion collisionfrequencyand
gyrofrequency).
In the auroralelectrojet,however,the ion gy-

the two equations of motion,

rofrequencyis about twice as large as at the equator,and the
drift velocitiesalso are frequently considerablylarger. As a
resultthe unstablelayer in the auroral zonemay extendabove
120 km [e.g,;Pfaff et al., 1984] to altitudesat which ion mag-

OV

rn •

Dt

= q(-Vq• + V x B)

VP
N

mvV

(2)

and Poisson'sequation

netization effects are important. Furthermore, D.'Angelo

V2q•= e(Ne- Ni)/eo

[1973]and Chaturvedi
[i976] suggested
that strongfield-

(3)

where Q and • are the production and recombination rates,
D/Dt is the convectivederivative,and the other symbolshave
their usual meaning.We assumethe electronand ion collision
frequencieswith neutrals to be dominant (the effect of
electron-ioncollisionswill be discussed
later) and neglectelec-

aligneddrifts shouldbe able to excitecollisionalion cyclotron
wavesin the upper (above about 120 km) auroral E region.
Their theories,however, did not show how the tra•sition betweenthe electrojetand ion cyclotronwavestakesplace.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a general
theory which encompasses
both electrojetwaves(tw6 stream
and gradientdrift) and wavesobservedat higher altitudes(ion
cyclotron and current convective waves). To do this, we
extendthe electrojetinstability theoriesto include the effectof

tron inertia, neutral winds, and electric field shear effects.The

equilibriumconfigurationwith the ambient electricand magneticfieldsand electrondensitygradientis shownin Figure 1.
Following, for example,the proceduregiven in the work by
Sudan et al. [1973] or Fejer et al. [1975], we next linearize
theseequations,•
assumequasi-neutrality(we are interestedin
waves with scale sizesmuch larger than the Debye length),
and assume that the perturbations are proportional to
exp [i(k-rtot)] in the referenceframe of the ions. The de-

the magnetic field on the ions and also the effect of field-

alignedcurrents.The well-knownelectrojetwavesand the resultspresentedat D'Anoelo [1973] and Chaturvedi[1976] are
recoveredas limitin'gcases.In this framework, ion cyclotron
wavesare generatedby the two-streaminstability at heights

tailsofthederivation
aregivenin theappendix.

andwavelengths
for whichion magnetization
effectsaredomi-

One version of the resultingdispersionrelation for nearly

nant. Dependingupon the wavelengthbeing considered,the

field-aligned
(k• >>k,) electrojetirregularities
can be written

threshold
driftvelocity
(fieldalignedand/orperpendicular
to

as

B) at which instability occurscan be affectedsubstantiallyby

[vi- i(ro-- fli/kLN)](c_b
- k- V•)+ {rb[fli2 + (vi - iro)2]

+ik2Cs:Z[v,i(oo
--fl,/kL•)]}
•½kL}fl=0 (4)

Copyright1984by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number4A0706.
0148-0227/84/004A-0706505.00

(1)

where Va- Ve- V• is the total (cross-fieldand field-aligned)
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than the ion mean free path (i.e., a few meters). For shorter

z

wavelengthsand/or drift velocitiesmuchlarger than Cs,kinetic theory is required [e.g., Farley, 1963; Ossakowet al., 1975;
Moorcroft, 1979; Schlegel, 1983; St.-Maurice and Schlegel,
1983].
Assuming to = cot+ iF with F <<to•, and kL• >>h/[f•(1
+ ½)], the oscillation frequency and growth rate obtained
from (5) are given by

r% = k. Vs/(1 + tp)

F- 1+½[½
•
Fig. 1. Coordinate systemusedfor the ambient electricand magnetic fields and electron density gradient. Here V_•N is the density
gradient component perpendicular to the magnetic field. For a horizontally stratified ionosphere the angle 0 between the ambient electron density gradient and the plane perpendicularto B is the magnetic dip angle.

_

(6)

+tcL•fl,l] 2•No (7)

a result given in the work by Fejer et al. [1975] for plasma
irregularitiesin the equatorial electrojet.In the rest frame the
oscillation frequency is given by ro•* = (k ßVe + ½k ßV•)/(1

+ ½).In the oppositelimit of kL• < vi/[fl•(1 + ½)] and F •
ro•, the dispersionrelation (5) gives the oscillation frequency
and growth rate of the large-scale (,• of the order of a few
kilometers)waves discussedby Kudeki et al. [1982] but not
here. Near the center of the electrojet scatteringregion (about

100-115km), V• = E x BIB2, and the electrondensitygradi-

drift velocity given in (A6), rb = ro + i2•No,

tp= (VeVi/•e•iX1
+ •e2kll2/ve2k2
)
Csis the ion acoustic
speed,LN- Nsec O(r3N/)h)• is the
characteristic length of the electron density gradient in the
direction perpendicular to B, and we have set k parallel to
VN x B for simplicity. For a more general k, LN must be
replacedby Lef
t --k•BN/[k .(VN x B)], as shown in the appendix (A5). This fluid theory is valid for wavelengthsmuch
larger than the ion mean free path or the ion Larmor radius
Ri, whichever is smaller. Here we assume an isothermal
plasma with identical electron and ion temperaturesso that

Ri = Cs/f•i.For kll• 0 wealsomusthave¾e> kll(KTe/m•)
•/2
(collisional electron case); i.e., the parallel component of the
wavelengthmust be much larger than the electron mean free
path.
In the following sectionwe discussinitially the solutionsof
the dispersion relation at electrojet altitudes (between about
95 and 115 km), where ion cyclotron effectsare negligible.We
recover well-known resultsbut emphasizemore than usual the
importance of recombination.Then we considerthe more general solution which includes the effect of ion magnetization
and is valid in the upper E region (above about 120 km). All
numerical calculations shown in the figures to be presented
were done using (4), without the approximations we shall

ent is destabilizing(stabilizing)when E ßVN is positive (negative). In the more generalcase,the electron density gradient is
destabilizing(stabilizing) when k. Va and k. (VN x B) have
the same (opposite) sign. Note that our local theory neglects
velocity shear effects [e.g., Huba et al., 1983]. For simplicity,
we will considerin detail only waves propagating parallel to
VNxB.

The threshold drift velocity for instability (i.e., for which
F = 0) implied by (7) is
1/2

2+1+2•Novi(1
k2Cs2t
p
k.Vd=kCs(l+
+
(8)
where

F = vi2/2•ik2SsLlv½
This result,whichwasgiv,enin the work by FarleyandFejer
[1975] exceptfor the recombination
term, showsexplicitly
how the gradientterm can stabilitizeor destabilizethe plasma
dependingon the signof L•.
Figure 2 shows the variation with wavelength and electron

densityscalelength of the normalizeddrift velocity(k. Va/
kCs)for marginal instability at 105 km obtained from the full

make in the sections to follow.

dispersion
relation(4)for kll= 0, assuming
¾e-'"
4 x 104s-•,
WAVES AT ELECTROJET ALTITUDES

In this region the ions are unmagnetized and the relative

drift velocityVd is E x B/B2, approximately,
sincev•>>fl• arid
•e >>Ve[i.e., to zero order the ions are at rest, and the electrons are collisionless.In this case the dispersionrelation (4)
reduces to

\v•
cbk.Vd+[cb(v
i--ico)+
ik2Cs2](
• •cL•n•
i )=0

Vi = 2.5 x 103 S-•, •r'•
e ---107 S-• •r'•
i -'"180 s-• Cs= 360 m
s-• and 2•No=0.06s- • basedone=3 x 10-7cm-3 s- •
[Watt et al., 1974] and an electrondensityof 105cm-3. For
theseparameterswe could equally well have used(5). Figure 2
also shows how recombinational damping increases the
threshold velocity for the pure two-stream instability (LNoc) at long wavelengths,as indicated by (8). These results
indicate that large-scale(several tens of meters and larger)

withk perpendicular
to themagnetic
fieldcanbegener(5) waves
ated only in the presenceof destabilizing electron density

This is the well-known fluid dispersionrelation for electrojet
instabilities[e.g., Sudanet al., 1973] exceptfor the inclusionof
recombinationaldamping in the • term. (The fli in (5) appears
even when magnetic effects are neglected in the ion momentum equation.)For unmagnetizedions the fluid theory is valid

gradientsif the electron density is large. For such waves,with

F >>1, (8)reduces
to V•= 2o•NoL•(f•i/vi)(1
+ ½)2.Aswasmen-

tioned previously, Kudeki et al. [1982] have shown that for
wavelengthsof a few kilometers,the oscillationfrequencyand
growth rate given in (6) and (7) are not valid and more general
for v•2> cot2, in other words,for wavelengths
much larger formulas,derived from (5), must be used.
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The effects of the electron density gradient and recombination on the threshold drift velocity decreaserapidly as the
aspectangle (angle betweenthe wave vector and the magnetic
field) decreasesfrom 90ø becauseof the ra9id increase of ½

L i
I',

I
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withkll.Figure3 illustrates
thisvariationfor two givenwavelengthsfor the parameters
givenabove.For waveswith kll/
k >>Ve/f•e--•4 X 10-3 at 105km,diffusionalongthefieldlines

:•2.o
t. "...........

is the main damping mechanism.Note that for a stabilizing
density gradient (dashed curves),the threshold velocity for

instabilityis actuallysmallerwhen kll :/:0, particularlyfor

90.0'

89.8'

89.6*

89.4*

89.2*

wavelengthslarger than a few tens of meters.This is because
Aspect Angle
the increasein ½ reducesthe stabilizingeffect of a negativeF
3. Variation of the thresholddrift velocity with aspectangle
in (8) or, in physical terms, the increasedparallel diffusion at Fig.
105 km with a recombination rate of 0.06 s-•. The solid and
partially destroysthe gradient drift effect.In addition, it can dashed curves correspond to destabilizing and stabilizing electron
be shownfrom (6) and (7) that when the electrondrift velocity densitygradients,respectively.
is somewhat larger than the ion acoustic speed, the growth
rate for wavelengthssmaller than a few tens of meters maxiand the imaginary part is

mizesfor kll :/:0 because
of the½ in thenumeratorof (7).The
reasonfor thisis that with kll not exactlyequalto zero,charge
neutrality can be maintained by electron motion along the
field lines. This variation of the growth rate with aspectangle
has been studied by a number of authors using kinetic equations [e.g., Wanq and Tsunoda,1975; Ossakowet al., 1975;
Schleqeland $t.-Maurice, 1982] but neglecting gradients and
recombination.

((.O
r--koVd)
(.O
r--k-•Nnt-209
r --k2Cs21p

+

+

+

-vAF
+2•No)['
+-•.
(n,'
+k'C,'
+vi'
- •,')]
•0

WAVES ABOVE THE ELECTROJET

(•0)

Let us now consider solutions of the more general dispersion relation (4) which we must use at altitudes where ion
magnetizationeffectsare important (fli •> h). Using F <<co,,v•,
the real part of the dispersionrelation, obtained from (4), is
given by

For kll/k < v•/•, ½ <<1 at thesealtitudes,andso•, • kVa,
sinceall the other terms in (9) are negligible.In the rest frame
we then have •,*=•,+k-V•k-V
e. In other words,
above the electrojetregion the plasma waveswhich propagate
perpendicularto the magneticfield are directly coupledto the
E x B drift of the electronseven though they are driven by the

co,-k-Vd-•--Jr-k2Cs
2+vi2- Wr
2)+kL•
Vi2 (•,•i2

+

assumingthat v• >>2•No. These two equations determine •,
and F. Above the electrojet region the fluid theory is valid
only for kR• < 1, i.e., i • 15-20 m, since the ion Larmor
radius R• • 3 m.

-

ion Pedersen
drift.For the oppositelimit of kll/k>>Ve/•e,the

+ (F+ 2•No)(1
+ 2½)--•

= o

(9)

oscillationfrequencywill changeconsiderablywith altitude, as
we shall see.

It is now convenient to substitute the value of •, - k ßVa
from (9) into (10) to obtain an expressionfor the growth rate
as a function of the oscillation frequency.Retaining only the

4.0

' ' l' '/'

' ' ' ' I

-IOk%/
/ H=lO5km
1
,' /
/ ;
! [-30km

3.0

-I
-1

dominant terms, this result is

F • -2•No +

[w,•-- •r2(•i 2 + k2Cs2-- vi2) -- vi '* •s a

+ kLsn,
(n'2+
v'2)1+½v'2jj
•

vi2

1.0

-] •
I

0

I
20

I

I
40

I

I
60

IOkm

I

I
80

I

I00

Wavelength(m)
Fig. 2. Variation of the normalized threshold (F-• 0) drift velocity, with wavelengthand electrondensityscalelength for wavespropagatingperpendicularto the backgroundmagneticfield at 105 km with

a recombination
rate 2•N 0 = 0.06s-•. The solid(dashed)
curvescorrespond to the cases for which the electric field is parallel (antiparallel) to the electrondensity gradient.

_

(l•)

In order to understandbetter the physicsof the instability, we
need simpler versionsof these general results,and hence we
now make further approximations.
Waves in the Absenceof Gradients
I[ for the moment, we neglect electron density gradients
(Ls • •) and recombinational damping (• • 0), we find from
(11) that at marginal instability (F • 0),

•r2[•r2 __(•/2 + k2C•2)]+ Vi2(•r2__k2C•2)= 0

(12)

in the referenceframe of the ions. This result for w, is valid for

7490
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current is primarily an ion Pedersencurrent. Therefore very
large perpendicularelectricfields are neededfor the excitation
of two-stream ion cyclotron waves well above the height
where vi/• i = 1 in the absenceof field-aligneddrifts. As a
result,in the absenceof sharp electrondensitygradients,fieldaligneddrifts are probably the prime sourceof free energyfor

(D r

the excitation of auroral waves above about 130 km.

In view of this, let us now consider the case Vx- 0 and
• >>vi. The thresholdfield-aligneddrift velocityfor instability
obtainedfrom (13) is then givenby

q_
Ilq_
•(2•
q_
k2Ri•)
1 (14)
VII
• (•i2
kk2Cs2)•/2
II
q_
k2R•
SinceVeVi/•le•l
i <<1,wehave1 + • _• 1 + •2eVikll
2/Ve•l•k2,
and
Fig. 4. Plot of the variation of the oscillationfrequencyof the
two-streamion cyclotron wavesat marginal instability as a function
of

waves driven by either cross-fieldor field-aligneddrifts. As a
check,we can see that in the center of the electrojetregion,
where vi >>f]i, kCs, co,,(12) reducesto the well-known twostream phasevelocity co,- kCs,which also, of course,follows

the minimum thresholdvelocityis givenby
2•i

Vii• -•- [(2+ k2R,2)(fleV,/fl,Ve)]
'/2
(15)
[or

k

I_•eVi2 + k2Ri

Most of the precedingupper electrojetresultswere obtained
recover the oscillation frequencygiven by D'Angelo 1-1973] for kR• <<1. Assumingthat the fluid theory is still reasonably
and Chaturvedi1-1976]for collisionalion cyclotronwaves,i.e., valid for kRi = 1 (i.e., k = fl•/Cs), the minimum thresholddrift

from (7). In the oppositelimit at altitudeswherefli2 >>vi2,we

co,2= •2 q_k2Cs2.The transitionfrom the unmagnetized
to

velocity becomes

the magnetizedlimit is illustrated in Figure 4 for the case
•i = 3kCs.
The thresholddrift velocity for marginal instability can be
obtainedfrom (10) with F = • = 0, LN = •; i.e.,

k. V, = co,E1+ •b(2- k2Cs2/0o,
2)]

(13)

Vii= 2x/'•Cs(fleVi/fliVe)
'/2

(16)

In this case, the minimum threshold drift velocity and the

corresponding
aspectanglekll/k are proportional
to m•-1/•,
whereas the correspondingwavelength is proportional to

mi•/2 Thus in a plasmawith multipleion speciesthe ion

withco,givenby (12).Sinceco,2 > k2Cs
2,thisresultreduces
to cyclotronwavesof the lightestion specieswill have their minik. Va--'co,for the mosteasilyexcitedwaves(kll= 0), for mum thresholdat the shortestwavelengthand largestaspect
which • <<1 at these altitudes. In the limit co,= kCs, this angle.Calculationsof the thresholddrift velocityusingkinetic
thresholdis independentof wavelength,but at higheraltitudes theory (J. Providakes, unpublishedresult, 1983) indicate a
2
2
whereco,2 = •'•i2 q_k Cs , the thresholdvelocitywill increase good agreementwith (15) for kRi < 1.
The minimum thresholdvelocitiesin (15) and (16) are prowith increasingwavelengthin the regime•2•2> k2Cs
2 (i.e.,
1/2.Belowabout 130 km, in the absenceof
kR• < 1). For wavelengthssmaller than R•, kinetic theory portionalto (Vi/Ve)
anomalous electron collisions ("collisions" with waves, i.e.,
shows that the threshold will also increase. Hence we anticipate that above about 120 km where •2•> vi, the minimum nonlineareffects),ve = re,, and Ve/Vi is about 20 and doesnot
threshold will occur for kR• ,-, 1 (/l ,-, 10-20 m), a result con- change much with altitude. The minimum threshold fieldfirmed by kinetic theory calculations(J. Providakes,unpub- aligneddrift, for a height of about 130 km and Cs = 500 m
lished result, 1983). In other words, long-wavelengthirregu- s-1, is Vli_•90km s-1 for kRi= 1 (A-•17 m). Thisdrift
larities will not be excited in the absenceof sharp electron velocityis comparableto the electronthermal speed.At altitudeswhereVeibecomesimportant we must replaceVeand ½
densitygradients.
Recombination,which we have neglecteduntil now at these
altitudes, in fact is often not negligible and increasesthe
5.0
threshold velocity just as at lower altitudes. Figure 5 illustrates the increasefor k J_B at about 122 km where•2•/v•= 1,
4.0
•2•=107 s-•, v,=3.9x 103 s-•, Cs=430 m s-•, and
20•No= 0.04 s-•. For the recombinationtime we have used

3.o

the coefficient0•given by Watt et al. [1974] and an electron

densityof 10s cm-3. When k is not perpendicular
to B (i.e.,
kll/k > v,/•,), however,• canbe large,and paralleldiffusion
dominatesrecombinationexceptfor very long wavelengths.
The E region waves discussedhere can be driven by crossfield or field-aligned drifts, as pointed out by Chaturvedi
[1976], sincethe driving terms vary with powersof k. Va = k

ßV• + kllVii. However,the cross-fielddrift of the electrons

>.' 2.o
"'1

1.0
i

i

20

i

i

40

i

i

i

60

i

80

I

I00

Wovelength(m)

netization, and it also rotates closer to the direction of the ion

Fig. 5. Plot of the thresholddrift velocityfor wavespropagating
perpendicularto the magneticfield in a plasma with no electron
densitygradientat 122 km, wherefli - vi. Theseresultsare not accu-

Pedersendrift (i.e., V d • -(vi/•i)E/B o for •i/vi >>1); i.e., the

rate for wavelengthssmallerthan about 20 m.

relative to the ions decreaseswith the increaseof ion mag-
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5.0

by slightly more complicated functions. The effect of electron-

ion collisionsis to decreasethe relative importanceof parallel
diffusionand to increaseVe/Vi. We will not deal with this topic
in detail here, but in the simplestlimit one simply replacesve
by ¾e= llenq-¾ei' The effective electron collision frequency
would be further increased in the presence of anomalous
wave-particlecollisions[e.g., Sudan,1983].
In the fully ionized case,there are additional destabilizing
effects due to electron thermal conductivity and viscosity
[Chaturvediand Kaw, 1975]. These effectsshould be impor-

4.0

/,/"'-- 2aNo
=0.04s
-•/,,'

..•

2.0
i.o
I

0.0

---2elNa=0

///

0

tant above about 150 km, where electron-ion collisions are
dominant.
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I00

Wavelength(m)

Let us assume that these effects can be taken into

account using an enhancedelectron collision frequency. For

example,for a height of about 150 km, using vi = 10 s-i,
ve = 4000 s-•, and Cs= 550 m s-•, we get a minimumfield-

Fig. 7. Ex•ampleof the effect of recombinationaldamping on the
thresholddrift velocityfor wavesperpendicularto the magneticfield.
The upper (lower) curvescorrespondto a stabilizing(destabilizing)
electrondensity gradient.

aligneddrift Vil_•19 km s-• with kRi=l (2_•19 m) for
NO + or O2 + ion cyclotronwaves.For O + wavesthe waveTheselast resultsindicatethat E regionion cyclotronwaves
are most likely to be generatedby field-alignedcurrentswhere
fl• >>v• and where the effectiveelectroncollisionfrequencyis
much
higher than the electron-neutralcollision frequency.The
an increasing
kll. However,the modifiedcollisional
ion cycloauroral
electric fields perpendicularto B are never strong
tron theorydiscussed
hereis valid only for Ve> kllVre,i.e.,
when the parallel componentof the wavelengthis larger than enoughto excite thesetwo-streamion cyclotron waveswhere
fl• >>v•. At lower altitudesthe field-alignedthresholddrift vethe electronmean free path.
So far we have discussedonly marginal •nstability con- locity is considerablylarger, and the oscillationfrequencyis
ditions.We can determinethe oscillationfrequencyfor veloci- proportional to the drift velocity for waves driven by both
ties larger than the thresholddrift by examining(9) and (11). cross-fieldand field-aligned drifts. That is, at lower altitudes
Again, we first neglectrecombinationsand gradient effects,in the cyclotronresonanceis destroyedby ion-neutral collisions.
which case(11) becomes
Electron Density GradientEffects
length for kR• = 1 is about 14 m. The ratio of the ion to the
electroncollisionfrequencywill continueto decreasewith altitude, which implies a decreasingthresholddrift velocity and

O•r
2 __•
f•i2 q-k2Cs
2 _ vi2(1-- k2Cs2/ror
2)

The threshold drift velocity of long-wavelengthwaves is
affectedconsiderablyby electrondensitygradienteffects,as at
lower altitudes where we neglectedion magnetizationeffects.
The importance of the gradient can be easily estimatedfrom
(11) by comparing the ion inertial terms (the first two terms
(17)
multiplied by ½) to the density gradient term. When the wave
For altitudes where fli, to, >>vi, the smallest field-aligned vector is perpendicularto the magneticfield, ½ = ¾e¾i/f•ef•i,
thresholddrift velocity occursfor ½ • 1, and a large increase and the minimum wavelengthfor which density gradient efin F correspondsto only a small changein to,. Thereforethe fectsbecomeimportant doesnot changemuch with altitude.
oscillationfrequencywill remain equal to the marginal instaWhen LN is finite, recombination determines the threshold
bility value(ro•2 _•fli2 + k2Cs2).
In thiscase,for LN= •, it velocity for the excitation of large-scale(tens of meters and
can be shownfrom (9) that the growth rate is proportional to

+FVi[•
(lq-vi2/O)r2)q-(f)i2
q-k2Cs2q-vi
2qO)r2)/O)r
2]

k- Va. On the otherhand,for kll/k < Ve/fle, ½<<1, and the
oscillationfrequencyis proportional to the drift velocityeven
at higher altitudes,as has been discussedpreviously.We can
seefrom (17) that for fl• >>h, the transition betweenthe two

regimes
occurs
for½• ¾i2/f•i
2,i.e.,forkll/k-• (¾e¾i/f•ef•i)
1/2.
5.0
-

I

I

-

_
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larger)gradientdrift (¾= ¾•) waves.For kll = 0, ½ is small,

and to• = k- V d, this thresholddrift velocity for gradient drift
waves,obtained from (11), is

V•= 2o•NoLerrnih[1
+ ½(fl,•'+ v,2)/v,2]/(fl,
2 + v,2)
Typicalvaluesof the recombination
time (20•No)-•are 15 and
25 s at about 105 and 122 kin, respectively.Recombinational
damping is most important for wave vectors very close to
perpendicularto B and for f• • v•; arebipolar diffusion rapidly becomesthe dominant damping mechanism for short
wavelengthsand larger aspectangles.In addition, kinetic effectsare alsoimportant at shortwavelengths.
Figure 6 illustratesthe variation with wavelengthand gradient length of the normalized threshold drift velocity (k.
V/kCs) obtained by solving(4) for an altitude of about 122 km

with the sameparameters
usedfor Figure5 (20•No= 0.04sI

I

60

I

80

I

I00

Wavelength (m)
Fig. 6. Normalized thresholddrift velocityfor waveswith k perpendicular to the magnetic field at 122 km. The recombination rate

Figure 7 shows the variation of the threshold velocity with
and without recombinational damping at 122 km. Without
suchdamping,large-scalegradientdrift wavescould be generated easily when the gradient has the proper sign. As was

mentionedabove,for waveswith k perpendicularto the mag-

2•N o wasassumedto be 0.04 s-•. Theseresultsare not accuratefor

netic field the variation

wavelengthssmaller than about 20 m.

locity with wavelengthdoes not changemuch with altitude.

of the normalized

threshold drift ve-
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the lowest altitude of the unstablelayer driven by the current
convectiveinstability. For example, at 122 km, using the parameters above with LN = 10 km, the field-alignedthreshold

velocityis about28 km s-•. Theselarge-scale
currentconvective waves are driven by field-aligned drifts but have phase
velocitiesdetermined by the motion of the ambient plasma
acrossthe magneticfield lines.
DISCUSSION
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Thesehave beendiscussed
in many papersover the last two
decades [e.g., Unwin and Baggaley, 1972; Greenwald, 1974;
andaspectangleat 122km for 2•N o = 0.04s-x. Theseresultsarenot Ossakowet al., 1975; Wanq and Tsunoda, 1975; Moorcroft,
accuratefor wavelengthssmaller than about 20 m.
1979, 1980; Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Schlegeland St.-Maurice,
1982; St=Maurice and Schlegel,1983; Hanuise, 1983; Keskinen
and Ossakow,1983]. We will concentrate here on the effectsof
The growth rate of the large-scalegradient drift wavesis also electron density gradients and recombination.We have seen
wavelength
independent
andmaximizes
for k, = 0.
that densitygradientscan decreaseor increaseconsiderably
Above about 130-140 km the effect of electron-ion
colthe threshold drift velocity for instability when the electric
lisions cannot be neglected.We can seefrom (4) that electron field is parallel or antiparallel to the electrondensitygradient
collisionsaffect the dispersionrelation only through ½. When perpendicularto B. Recombinational damping increasesthe
kll = 0, the thresholdconditionfor high-altitude
threshold drift velocity for long-wavelengthtwo-stream and
long-wavelengthE x B waves (driven by the ion Pedersen gradient drift waves.In the absenceof destabilizingdensity
drift) is independentof q/and is givenby E/BLeff > 2czNo. We gradients, drift velocities appreciably larger than the ion
neglect nonlocal effects here. At these altitudes, the general acoustic speed are needed for the excitation of longdispersionrelation with finite densitygradient is considerably wavelength(tens of metersand larger) wavesperpendicularto
morecomplex,
particularly
for shortwavelengths,
withkll = 0. the magnetic field. Stabilizing gradients have a strong effect
However, sincethe ion Pedersendrift is usually too small to
even for wavelengths as short as 10 m. These results are in
overcomediffusionaldamping and sincekinetic effectsare imgood agreement with recent in situ auroral rocket observaportant at short wavelengths,we will not discussfurther these tions [Pfaff et al., 1984] which indicate a significantdecrease
high-altitude short-wavelengthgradient drift waves.The gen- of the broadband electron density and electric field fluctueration of short-wavelengthgradient drift wavesin the caseof ationsin a region of stabilizingelectrondensitygradient,even
weak electron-neutralcollisionswas studiedby Gary and Cole for a drift velocityaslargeas 1000m s- •
[1983].
Electron density gradientsand recombinationalso play an
The gradient and recombinationeffectsdiscussedabove are important role in the generation and characteristics of
Fig. 8. Variation of the thresholddrift velocity with wavelength

validfor k,/k < v•/f•. This last ratio decreases
with increas- smaller-scale(wavelengthssmaller than about 10 m) seconding altitudeand is about4 x 10-4 wherefli/v• = 1. Therefore ary irregularities,sincethesewavesare generatedby the per-

thislimit of kll = 0 may not be of as muchpracticalimpor- turbed velocitiesand density fluctuations associatedwith the
tance at high altitudes as at low altitudes. For waves with

inferred larger-scaleprimary waves [e.g., Sudan et al., 1973;
Greenwald,1974]. The short-wavelengthwaves and hencethe
portant over a range of aspectanglesthat decreaseswith altiVHF radar spectracan be affectedby density gradientsand
tude (i.e., decreasingcollision frequencies),since ½ is essen- recombinationeven when the drift velocity is larger than the
tially heightindependent
for kll/k > v•/fl•. The variationof ion acousticspeed,sincetheseeffectswill determinethe amplithe thresholddrift velocitywith aspectanglewith a destabiliz- tude of the large-scalewaves within which the smaller-scale
ing electrondensitygradient in the upper electrojetregion is irregularitiesexist. This indirect relationshipmay explain the
shown in Figure 8. The shorter wavelengthsfollow the ion
otherwisepuzzling result of Moorcroft [1979] that the 398cyclotron threshold, whereas for long wavelengths, density MHz (correspondingto 38-cm waves) Homer radar did not
gradient effectsdecreasethe threshold drift.
detect secondarywaves wheneverthe electron density was
Ossakowand Chaturvedi [1979] and Chaturvediand Ossa- largerthan about6 x 105cm-3, in spiteof the largeelectric
kow [1979, 1981] have shownthat electrondensitygradients field (sometimesas much as 50% larger than the normal
and field-aligned drifts can excite large-scale(hundreds of threshold value) measured simultaneouslyby the nearby
meters and larger) current convectivewaves.The growth rate Chatanika radar. For theseobservationsthe radar geometry
of thesewavescan also be obtainedfrom (11), neglectinginer- was such that only secondary waves could be observed and
tial effects
andsetting
k ßVd= k, Vii.Theoscillation
frequency the recombination rate 2czNowas about 6 times larger than
obtainedfrom (9) is
that used in our calculationsfor the center of the electrojet
(Figure 2). Thus the large-scalewaveswereheavilydampedby

k,/k •-0, densitygradientand recombination
effectsare im-

•o,= klil•li/[1 + ½(fl•2 + 1•i2)/1•i
2]

recombination.

The minimum thresholdvelocityoccursfor

kj12/k
2= (¾el•i/•'•e•'•i)[•'•i2/(•'•i
2 + 1•i2)]
For this long-wavelengthregimeand aspectanglethe diffusive
damping is very small. Since the recombination coefficient
decreases
with increasingaltitude,this effectessentiallylimits

WavesAbovethe Electrojet

Rocket observationsindicate that the auroral E region unstablelayer doesnot extendabove about 125-130 km during
typical diffuseauroral conditionseven for a north-south elec-

tric fieldaslargeas 54 mV m-•, whichcorresponds
to a drift
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velocityof about 1000m s- x [e.g.,Kelley and Mozer, 1973; requirethe useof kinetic theory.Unfortunately,at present,no
Pfaff et al., 1984]. We have seen that the recombinational

dampingincreases
considerably
the thresholddrift velocityfor
instabilityfor wavesWithk nearlyperpendicularto the magnetic field, particularlyin the regionwhere the ion collision
frequencyand the gyrofrequency
are comparable.In addition,
for diffuseaurora (electricfield nearly parallel to VN) the drift
velocity of the electronsrelative to the ions and the density
gradientare nearly antiparallel,so that Letr >>LN, which reducesconsiderablythe efficiencyof the gradientdrift process.
Furthermore, as altitude increases,the approximation that

such theory is available for the region where the ion collision
frequencyand the gyrofrequencyare comparable.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE LINEAR
DISPERSION RELATION

We initially considerlinear perturbationsof the ion and
electroncontinuity and momentumequationsand Poisson's
equation.The first-ordercontinuityand momentumequations
are given by
Dn

kll = 0 is validonlyfor a verysmallrangeof angles,
outsideof
which the effect of densitygradientsdecreasesdrastically(see
Figure 8). A detailed comparisonbetween the results of this
theoryand data from a numberof in situ rocketprobeswill be
presentedin a future publication.
We have seenthat in the absenceof sharp densitygradients,
large field-alignedelectron velocities(tens of kilometersper

D'•+ V. (Nv)+ nV.Vo+ 2•Nn= 0
D

n

(A1)
KT

rnD•v--qvx B+ mvv
= -qV•b
- •-• VPo
- •N

Vn

(A2)

second)
can generateion cyclotronwaveswith wavelengths
of
the orderof 2nRi ('about20 m for NO + and 02 + ions and Here n, v, p, and •b are the perturbations.We neglectvelocity
about 14 m for O + ions)only aboveabout 140km. A thresh- sheareffects,electroninertia, and ion motion along the magold drift velocityof 20 km s- • corresponds
to field-aligned netic field and consideronly nearly field-alignedirregularities
currentsof 32-320#A m-2 if we assumean ambientplasma (k_•>>k,). The referenceframe for the ambientelectricand
with a densityof 104-105cm-3 movingwith this velocity. magnetic fields and electron density gradient is shown in
Sincethe electron-ioncollisionfrequency(which decreasesthe Figure 1. We now considerthe fluctuationsproportionalto
thresholddrift velocity)is also proportional to the electron exp [i(k. r- rot)] in the referenceframe of the ions. Solving
density, very large field-alignedcurrents and/or additional for Nv from the momentumequationsand then taking the
destabilizingeffectswhich decreasethe field-alignedconduc- divergencegives
tivity are needed to excite these waves. In situ satellite and

kœ2

rocket observationshave shownthe existenceof field-aligned V' (NVe)--(-- Neq5+ nK Te)
mi
drifts large enoughto generatethesewavesin regionswhere
there are large shearsin the electricfield perpendicularto B
[Bering et al., 1975; Burke et al., 1983; Heelis et al., 1984]. In
addition, there is increasingexperimental evidence for ion
cyclotronwavesmeasuredby in situ rocket probesnot only in
V' (Nvi) =
the F region [e.g., Kelley and Carlson,1977] but also in the E
region [Ogawa et al., 1981; Yamagishiet al., 1981; Berinq,
1983]. Recently, Fejer et al. [1984] presentedauroral radar
+i
observationswhich also strongly suggestthe occurrenceof

ß[•t

i

(SN) Vek.l_
ßVN
1
L-N'J

(A3)

mi[f•i2
+(vi _ iro)2]
Neq5
(vi - iro)

3-m ion cyclotron waves above about 140 km. In this case the

resonance
frequency
corresponded
to O + ion cyclotronwaves
or to the secondharmonicof NO + or 02 + waves.As was
mentionedpreviously,the O + wavesshouldbe easierto excite

k_•2
N
- ika_'
k_•2'••'(vi- iro)
ka_'(VN
xb)g•
VN
ka.2N
+nKT•[(viiro)
+ika_'
(VN
x
k•_2
N (vi-iro)

(A4)

at shorterwavelengths.The wavesobservedby in situ probes
and radar measurementscome from regionswhere the theory
given above and the measured(or inferred)field-alignedcur- where
rentsindicatethat they shouldbe generated.
RecentHF radar observationshave shown the frequentex'-'
¾e
2
istenceof meter scalewavesin the auroral F region [Hanuise
et al., 1981; Baker et al., 1983]. These small-scalewaves are and b = B/B. Substituting(A3) and (A4) into the electronand
thought to propagatenearly perpendicularto the magnetic ion continuityequationsand assumingquasi-neutrality,i.e.,
field.Although our theorycannotbe directlyappliedto small- ne= ni, and with k•_
2 >>k. VN/N, the dispersion
relationcan
scaleF region waves,it is clear that the large-scale(tens of be written as

•p f•

meiersand larger) wavesin the upper E region do, in fact,
havea phasevelocityin the restframethat corresponds
to the
E x B drift whether they are driven by cross-fieldor fieldaligned drifts. This suggeststhat the small-scalewaves are
generatedby or associatedwith the larger-scaleirregularities.
Summarizing,we have developeda generalizedtheory for
auroral E region irregularities.The theory is valid for wavelengths much larger than the ion mean free path or ion
Larmor radius, whicheveris smaller,and providesa framework for comparisionwith in situand radar data over a large
rangeof altitudes.In the upperE region,waveswith kRi > 1

1+---

k_•2
N
(rbk.Vd)[V•i(ro-ka_
ß(VN
q_
{(.•[f•i2
q_
(¾iiro)2]
+ik2Cs

vi- iro+ i
7,-i

kñ2N
=0

(AS)
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where (3 = co+ 2io•Nand the drift velocity Vd = V e - Vi is

Vd= 1- ni• _•_vi2' /•2

•ee
"["
ni2"["
Vi2J
• "["
•la:
(A6)
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